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Summary 

Degridding on a K40 GPU can achieve throughput of 8.9 million points per 
second for double precision and 16.8 million points per second for double 
precision, assuming a 32x32 gridding convolution function (GCF) and an 
8192x8192 image. This performance requires a sorting of the input data for 
better cache performance. Performance also suffers for fewer than 40,000 points 
from a single image.  

This performance is achieved by groups of 32 threads computing each point. 
The GCF is precomputed and loaded from the GPU’s global DRAM. 
Performance for convolution functions of different sizes scales with the inverse 
of the GCF with performance falling off quickly for GCF of sizes greater than 
160x160. 

Performance on future architectures is expected to scale with GPU DRAM 
bandwidth. Several alternate implementations were implemented and quantified. 
Computation of the GCF as part of the GPU kernel is an avenue worth 
pursuing in the future.   

The Degridding Problem 

In radio astronomy degridding refers to the task which takes an input image and 
interpolates to various off-grid points using a specified gridding convolution 
function (GCF). So, the value at a given point (u,v) would be given by 

𝑉(𝑢, 𝑣) =  ∑ 𝐼(𝑢′, 𝑣′)GCF(

𝑢′,𝑣′

𝑢 − 𝑢′, 𝑣 − 𝑣′) 

Where I is the image and u' and v' range over the whole image. The purpose of 
this is to reconstruct the visibilities from a given corrected image. The GCF, 
typically, has a finite range much smaller than the image size so the sum involves 
only a fraction of the image.  

For SDP, the points are restricted to a sub-grid within the image grid. In the 
experiments below, the interpolation locations are truncated to the nearest 1/8th 
of a grid point. Usually, the GCF is pre-computed and divided into kernels for 
each of the sub-grid points. We convolve with a different kernel depending on 
the location of the interpolation point between nearby grid points. Interpolating 
to 138 3/8, 2043 5/8 would use the same kernel as 1399 3/8, 1022 5/8, but 138 
1/8, 2043 4/8 would use a different kernel. This allows for reads of consecutive 
data and gives better cache performance on both the CPU and GPU. 

Real visibilities actually have u, v and w coordinates often with a unique GCF 
for each w value. This analysis will focus on degridding visibilities with the same 
w value. This can be achieved by sorting the visibilities by w value and passing 
only visibilities with the same w-value to the kernel.  
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“Gather” implementation 

We here provide a description of the degridding implementation found in the 
github repository. Degridding is performed with one threadblock computing 
each visibility. In the simplest implementation, each thread in the block would 
load one value from GCF and one value from the image then store the result in 
shared memory. The value for the single visibility is the sum of the values from 
all threads in the block, which can be done with a simple reduction. Because 
contributions to a single visibility are “gathered” by a threadblock, we call this 
the “gather” implementation. An alternate implementation involving 
“scattering” image data to visibilities will be described an analysed below. 
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A naive implementation like the one described above, on an NVIDIA Tesla 
K40m with boost clocks and without ECC, achieves an overall throughput of 
0.49 million visibilities per second degridded using a 32x32 double complex 
GCF. We can express this in terms of GFLOPS. In doing so, we assume 8 
floating point operations per visibility per GCF point, 3 ops to compute each 
the real and imaginary parts of the product of the image point and the GCF 
point, and two to add to the total. So, for our 32x32 GCF a single visibility is 
32*32*8 operations. So, the performance of this initial implementation is 64.6 
GFLOPS. The application is strongly limited by the bandwidth between GPU 
DRAM and the L2 cache of the GPU. For the initial implementation, the 
achieved bandwidth on the DRAM to L2 channel is 219 GB/s. 

We therefore made several changes to improve the performance of the L1 and 
L2 caches, avoid divergent memory access and expose more parallelism to hide 
memory fetch latency. 

Load through texture cache 

There are two paths from the L2 cache to the registers of the CUDA cores on 
the GPU. The default path for simple loads is through the L1 cache. Loads from 
textures have a separate path with its own distinct cache. The __ldg instruction 
enables a load from a conventional array via the texture path. In some cases, 
loading some data using __ldg can result in more frequent cache hits and 
improve performance. For this degridding implementation, loading GCF data 
via the texture path improves performance by a few percent.  

Input ordering 

In the original implementation, loads of GCF data from global memory hit in 
the L2 cache 45% of the time. This reduces the traffic from DRAM to L2 by 
this same percentage. Since the w-values for the incoming visibilities have no 
ordering, these cache hits are essentially random. Cache performance can be 
improved by sorting the input visibilities by their w-plane. Doing so improved 
performance by 40%. 

Multiple output points per 
block 

The original implementation assigned one block to compute each point. By 
looping each block over several (~32) points, we reduce tail effects and expose 
instruction-level parallelism. This comes, however, at a cost in terms of thread-
level parallelism. Since thread-level parallelism was capped by both the 
maximum warps per block and the maximum registers per SM, this is a good 
trade off and resulted in improved performance. 
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Multiple image points per 
thread 

In similar fashion, increasing the number of image points processed by each 
thread exposed instruction-level parallelism and boosted performance. Instead 
of each thread computing the contribution of just one point in the image and 
the GCF, the threads step through the image an GCF in a stride the width of 
the threadblock dimension.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This additionally decreases the number of reduction steps, including threadblock 
syncs, since more of the reduction is done in the registers of individual threads. 

Block resizing 

Although the DRAM to L2 channel is moderately well-utilized, the application 
still benefits from increased occupancy. Since each block must be processed by a 
single SM, reducing the block size allows us to fit more threads onto each SM.  
As we continue to reduce the block size, the occupancy begins to be limited by 
the maximum blocks per SM. Beyond this point, further reductions in block size 
actually reduce occupancy. The optimized kernel achieves 62% occupancy on 
the K40 for double precision and 75% for single precision. The difference 
comes because the double precision kernel requires more registers.  

Independent warps 

To avoid the problem of limited occupancy due to the maximum blocks per SM, 
we can pack more than one functional block into a CUDA block. That is, we 
can have several groups of threads, which communicate within the group, but 
not among the groups, in a single CUDA threadblock. The disadvantage to this 
is that a subset of threads in the threadblock cannot be synchronized without 
synchronizing the entire threadblock. Synchronizing the entire block introduces 
artificial dependencies and can harm performance. 

In execution of a CUDA kernel, consecutive sets of 32 threads, called a warp, 
execute simultaneously. Single warps can work on an output point, independent 
of every other warp in the threadblock. For independent warps, the 
synchronization of the whole threadblock is unnecessary since threads in a warp 
are guaranteed to step synchronously through the kernel. This turns out to give 
the best performance as well as simplifying the code. 
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However, NVIDIA has warned that this synchronous stepping of threads in a 
warp is subject to change. Care must be taken to future-proof this code to avoid 
incorrect results in future architectures. 

Results 

With these improvements, we can push the time for degridding our million 
points down to 112 ms for a 32x32 double precision GCF. This is 117.2 
GFLOPS. The DRAM utilisation is also improved to 234 GB/s. This bytes to 
flops ratio of 2:1 is quite similar to those typically found in a 2D FFT.  

For single precision, under the same conditions, the degridding takes 59 ms, 
which is 220.6 GFLOPS. The image size for both of these cases is 8192x8192.  

Dependence on GCF size 

The size of the GCF is quite important to the performance. The performance 
for several sizes of GCF are shown below. All of these are measured without 
boost clocks on a K40c. 

GCF 
dimension 

Single 
precision 
GFLOPS 

Double 
precision 
GFLOPS 

8 68.2 56.4 

16 118.1 87.8 

32 188.6 106.6 

64 194.0 106.5 

96 194.1 104.4 

128 193.6 102.0 

160 189.4 98.1 

192 185.8 92.8 

256 174.8 82.6 

512 138.3 55.3 

The double precision performance peaks for an earlier GCF size because double 
precision values are filling up the L2 cache twice as fast. Once the GCF for a 
single sub-grid point is larger than the cache, cached data is frequently and 
rapidly evicted from the cache—a phenomenon known as “thrashing the 
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cache.” For small GCF’s there are fewer independent load operations per block. 
For convolution functions smaller than 32x32, the threads cannot saturate the 
bus with load requests, resulting in poorer performance. This is an area for 
additional focus. 

Here is the same plot for randomly generated and unsorted input data. 

GCF 
dimension 

Single 
precision 
GFLOPS 

Double 
precision 
GFLOPS 

16 106.3 74.9 

32 163.7 79.0 

64 131.9 55.1 

96 121.4 45.6 

128 115.7 48.6 

160 112.8 48.0 

192 109.7 47.3 

256 99.2 47.1 

512 85.0 46.5 

Since the unsorted data makes much less careful use of the caches, performance 
is lower overall and peaks for smaller GCF dimensions. 

Dependence on token size 

Some of the optimizations described above reduce the available thread-level 
parallelism in exchange for other advantages. This reduced parallelism can be a 
hindrance especially for small numbers of input points. Here is a plot of 
performance in GFLOPS as a function of the number of input points. 
Additionally, short kernel execution times can expose kernel launch latency 
and/or tail effects. We measured performance for a range of token sizes. In the 
graph below, the x-axis is the number of points degridded. The performance for 
single and double precision is shown. It appears we reach nearly peak 
performance by 40,000 input points. 
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Power consumption and 
boost clocks 

We investigated the power consumption of the application with and without 
boost clocks by repeating the kernel execution and overlapping data transfer and 
measuring temperature and power consumption on an actively-cooled K40c 
using nvidia-smi. Without boost clocks, the temperature and power 
consumption stabilitze at 73C and 142 Watts in a few minutes. With boost 
clocks the temperature is similar, but the power consumption is 168 Watts.  

Alternate Implementations—“Scatter” 

We pursued an alternative implementation of degridding. Rather than use 
threadblocks to gather data to visibilities, we keep threads fix on a few image 
points, storing these in local registers. We read the appropriate GCF from 
memory, multiply, then scatter these contributions to visibilities. This solves the 
central problem with the gather implementation—the read of the image data—
but opens additional issues which will be discussed below. 

The figure below is a pictorial representation of this process.  
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The light blue image is divided into blocks (pale red) assigned to threadblocks. 
Computing the visibility marked in red requires the image data marked by the 
dark blue square. In one particular threadblock, only some of the data are 
relevant. This area is marked in yellow for one threadblock. For these threads, 
the GCF is multiplied by the image data in parallel, then all of the values from 
that threadblock are reduced. The final contribution is then added atomically to 
the visibility. Since multiple threadblocks contribute to a single visibility, we 
must use atomic addition for safety against simultaneous operation by different 
threadblocks.   

Comparison of methods 

The advantage of this method is a single read of the image data. Since the image 
is very large, cache performance is bound to be poor without extreme care. For 
the scatter method, each image point is read once stored in the registers of 
individual threads. The major downside of this method is that the visibility 
locations will be read multiple times. The ordering of the visibilities will be 
critical and cache performance for these reads will be important. 

The naïve implementation of the scatter method gives very poor results, mostly 
due to the repeated reads of the visibility locations. Our first implementation 
achieved less than 0.1 GFLOPS for double precision. Due to constraints on 
shared memory, GCF dimensions were limited to 64 or, in some cases 32. The 
performance numbers below, unless specified, are with an 8192x8192 image and 
a 32x32 GCF. 
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Limiting repeated visibility 
reads 

To reduce the number of repeated visibility reads, the visibilities were sorted and 
“bookmarks” were added to enable threadblocks to jump directly to relevant 
visibilities. The sort and bookmarking take a negligible amount of time on the 
GPU. The performance improved dramatically to 6.7 GFLOPS, but the scatter 
implementation still lags the gather implementation by more than an order of 
magnitude. 

Reducing barrier waits 

Such an implementation is sensitive to the threadblock synchronizations in the 
reduction. As shown in the figure, not all of the threads in a threadblock 
contribute to each visibility. While these threads are left idle, they occupy limited 
register and shared memory resources, reducing occupancy. To mitigate this 
effect, smaller threadblock sizes are better. Further, to minimize the number of 
non-participating threads in the reduction, we do an immediate warp-level 
reduction, then pack those results into a segment of shared memory, sized for 
one value per thread in the block. Once shared memory is full, we sync the 
threads, then continue the reductions for each segment in parallel. This change 
alone boosted performance by 40% to 9.6 GFLOPS. Reducing the block size to 
32x16 increases occupancy and boosts performance by 12.8 GFLOPS. Using 
even smaller blocks of size 32x8 hurts performance, pushing it down to 7.49. 

Alternate Implementation – “Moving 
Window” 

Taking inspiration from the gridding code by John Romein, we implemented a 
“moving window” method for degridding. In this implementation, each thread 
is responsible for a number of image points on a grid whose stride is the 
dimension of the GCF. The grid for each thread is offset by the position of the 
thread in the threadblock. So, for a GCF of dimension 32, thread 4,5 is 
responsible for the points, (4,5), (36,5), (4,37), (36,37), (68,5), (68,37), (4,69), 
(68,69), etc.  This arrangement guarantees that each thread contributes exactly 
one value to any particular visibility. It also allows for reuse of image data. If the 
visibilities are arranged such that consecutive visibilities tend to be close to one 
another in the u,v plane, then many threads will not need to load new image 
data. For this implementation, threadblocks may be the same size as the GCF, 
requiring a reduction over the whole block, or smaller than the GCF, requiring 
an atomic addition for each block. In fact, the most efficient implementation we 
found uses threadblocks smaller than the GCF and performs several atomic 
additions per block per visibility. On the K40, the optimal threadblock 
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configuration for both 128x128 and 32x32 GCFs was a block as wide as the 
GCF and 4 points deep.  

For a 128x128 double precision GCF on an 8192x8192 double precision image, 
this moving window implementation degrids one million points in 1.68 s. This is 
78.2 GFLOPS.  

This implementation removes the image read bottleneck, but replaces it with 
other problems. Firstly, we require more visibilities to saturate performance. 
Here is performance as a function of the number of degrid points.  

 

The above plot shows the performance for both double and single precision for 
GCFs with size 32x32 and 128x128. Unlike the gather implementation, 
performance rises more gradually, not really reaching its plateau until above 100 
million visibilities. 

The performance limiter for this implementation is not the bandwidth, but the 
load-store unit on the GPU, which is utilized at about 70%. Performance in 
both texture and L2 cache is quite good with hit rates of 61% and 99% 
respectively. However, reads from global memory and atomic writes to global 
memory, account for only about half of memory transactions. The remainder 
are shared memory transactions. So, the reduction costs in two ways. First, it 
necessitates threadblock syncs, causing warps to stall at synchronization barriers, 
and also increases pressure on the LSU.  

When we reduce the size of the threadblocks, to limit our reliance on the 
reduction, we expose greater memory fetch latency, having traded low-latency 
shared memory operations for high-latency atomics. This trade-off between 
atomics and threadblock reductions is not an issue in the simple gather 
implementation, which enables better performance. 
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Direct compute of GCF 

Especially in the case of the gather implementation, which is strongly limited by 
L2 traffic, performance might be improved by directly computing the GCF 
instead of loading it, precomputed, from memory. The GCF is liable to be 
frequently changed during the life of SKA. For testing purposes, we used the 
same function used in the crocodile project (https://github.com/SKA-
ScienceDataProcessor/crocodile), specifically 

GCF(𝑥, 𝑦) = exp (𝑖2𝜋𝑤 (1 − √𝑥2 + 𝑦2)) 

where w is a constant. This function adds a further 9 floating point operations 
plus one exp, one sin and one cos, per visibility per GCF point, to the 
computation. This change actually slowed the computation time by about 35%. 
For ease of comparison, in reporting performance numbers for this 
implementation, we will not count the additional floating point operations, but 
will continue to assume 8 operations per visibility per GCF point.  

For a full double precision computation of 1 million visibilities from a grid of 
size 8192x8192 and a GCF of size 128x128, compute time is 176 ms for a 
computational throughput of 74.6 GFLOPS. The same computation using only 
single precision, gives a performance of 189.0 GFLOPS.  

If the computation of the GCF can be done in single precision, the performance 
approaches the best we have seen, computing the same million visibilities in 114 
ms for a performance of 115 GFLOPS. With additional optimization, this might 
well surpass the optimized gather implementation. Certainly, computing the 
GCF on the fly deserves consideration in the future since future architectures 
may shift the ratio of memory bandwidth to computational capacity.  

However, the above GCF seems quite simple. To investigate the effect of 
additional complexity, we modified the GCF to first compute the phase 

phase(𝑥, 𝑦) =  2𝜋𝑤𝑇 (1 − √𝑥2 + 𝑦2) 

then repeatedly perform 

phase′ = phase +  phase2 

 

before applying the sine and cosine operations. Even adding 200 additional such 
operations, performance does not change. This indicates that additional single 
precision floating point cycles are readily available to accommodate even more 
complex GCFs.  

The integer computation units, on the other hand, are very heavily utilized by 
the sine and cosine operations. Adding an additional sine operation by 
performing 

  
phase′ = sin(phase) 
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before the final sine and cosine reduces performance to 54.7 GFLOPS. A GCF 
which involves a power series expansion is likely to be more efficient as a 
precomputed table than computed on-the-fly.  

Other work 

We added support for managed memory to degridding. With managed memory, 
the kernel execution is less than 1% slower when computing 1 million 
visibilities. Care should be taken with the timing of kernels using managed 
memory since memory transfers can occur after the kernel call. In the visual 
profiler, you can see the actual kernel execution. The total kernel time can also 
be measured using nvprof with the “active_cycles” counter. 

We also generated a shared object file that can be loaded as a Python module in 
the crocodile project. Rather than working to embed numpy, this module 
requires simple, flat lists. The performance of the GPU module as called by 
Python is not impressive since the extraction of the data by Python is quite slow. 
However, this framework should be helpful for verifying correct results. 

The code in the repository mentioned below also interfaces with the 
ExecutionEngine project in the same SKA-ScienceDataProcessor group. This 
project sets up a simple client-server setup over several nodes in a cluster to 
process data including degridding. 

Code Repository 

All of the code used for the experiments described herein is found at the 
following location 

https://github.com/SKA-ScienceDataProcessor/GPUDegrid 

The file called README.md describes various build line options to enable the 
various alternate implementation described here. 

Conclusions 

After some work, we can draw a few conclusions about degridding tasks on the 
GPU. First, a “gather” implementation in which threadblocks combine to 
compute a single visibility gives better performance than a “scatter” 
implementation, in which each thread scatters contributions from a single image 
location. Second, the performance limiter for gather degridding appears to be 
bandwidth between DRAM and L2. Future efforts should focus on more hits in 
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L1 and L2 caches. Ordering of the visibilities is important and sorting of input 
data is probably necessary. Finally, in future architectures and for some 
convolution functions, it may be advantageous to compute the GCF in the 
degridding kernel rather than precomputing and reading it from memory. With 
current GPUs, precomputation of the GCF still gives better performance, but 
this may change depending on the complexity of the GCF and the balance 
between memory bandwidth and computational throughput in future GPUs.  
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